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U.S. Regulatory Framework on Public Lands: Incorporation of
Traditional Indigenous Knowledge into Agency Decision-makin

S Forest Service
nizes and supports
nited Nations
ration on the Rights
genous Peoples
llows an FPIC
ss aligned with
IP during their
ltation process.

US Forest Service (example): The US Forest Service consultation requirements an
authorities are extensive (Executive Orders, Statutes, handbooks, manuals, etc…).

Consultation alone is not enough, and the agency must demonstrate collabora
and coordination with Native American Tribes before agency decisions.

Forest Service personnel should address the elements of the UNDRIP through
consultation, collaboration and coordination with Native American Tribes, and by app
their discretion in decision making to protect ancestral sites whenever possible (avoi
minimize, mitigate).
According to the US Forest Service that means:
•

Agency officials should consult on terms defined by each tribe (free), early in their decision-m
processes (prior) and allow for full information exchange between all involved parties (inform

•

Discussions should lead to, whenever possible, outcomes that are beneficial to Native Ameri
Tribes.

•

Consent does not mean veto over Forest Service decisions; it does mean application of a go
effort and that Tribes should have a realistic opportunity to provide input that could change a
discretionary decision.

Application: Tribal Monitor Program @ Resolution Copp

Resolution Copper Project: Located in the Copper Triangle – A Centur
Copper Mining

Five Native American groups wh
have ancestral ties to the land on
which the project sits, the Akime
O’odham, Hopi and Pueblo of Zu
dating back thousands of years a
the Western Apache and Yavapai
people. Within these groups ther
are 11 separate and distinct
Sovereign Native American Tribe
with claims to the same area.

Tribal Monitor Program: Benefits of a Collaborative
Approach using TI&EK

eaningful engagement with Native American tribes as a result the United States Forest Service lead Consultat
ocess on Resolution Copper Project

Tribal Monitor program comprising job training and direct employment was developed by the USFS and Resol
opper to be responsive of Tribes requests for increased participation on the ground with job training and
mployment.

ibal Monitors are the eyes and ears of their elders

ibal Monitors gain training and employment working alongside trained professionals and at the same time, the
cord their own perspectives on the landscape covering ancestral sites – seeps, springs, medicinal plants, mine
sources, geologic formation, archaeology.

he information is communicated to Tribal community elders and the USFS to inform decisions on the Resolutio
opper EIS.

Outcome: Informed Decision-Making
proved information exchange and understanding lead to major changes to the location of project facilities (tailin
pipelines, roads, power) avoiding hundreds of ancestral sites.
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Connecting Tribal Members to their Past and their Elders
In their Own Words

te News

are a voice for our elders. We
elp protect what is sacred to
bes by working together and
ng our native knowledge as
akers of the land.”

as Alvarez, Gila River Indian
munity

“It has opened a while new
perspective on being Apache. I
have come to respect what
cultural and traditional values
mean; why our native people
should have a voice.”
Jacob Henry White Mountain
Apache tribe

Elders Tour

/2018 “Tribal Members Trained
Hired to Hunt for Resources of
ural Value”

ww.usda.gov/media/blog/2018/04/13/tribals-trained-and-hired-hunt-resources-cultural-value

2018 “With savvy and sensitivity,
monitors help preserve sacred
s”

azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona/2018/05/1
tors-work-forest-service-identify-sacred67002/

al members from 7 Native
can tribes currently working
C (4 years) - Hired full time
estLand Resources

ntinues the program on
lands; Committed to an
ment
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Headlines of Achievement

ibal Monitor Program Shows
at Collaboration and
eaningful Partnerships
ormed by IT & EK can result
Productive Outcomes
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